. 4 Hopf, H., Comment. Math. Helv., 14, 257-309 (1942); Ibid., 15, 27-32 (1942); Ibid., 17, 39-79 (1944); see also papers in reference 2; Freudenthal, H., Ann. Math., 47, 274-316 (1946); Eckmann, B., Comment. Math. Helv., 18, 232-282 (1946).
30: If ir, acts as a group of operators on G, and H2(X, G) denotes the cohomology group of X with G as local coefficients,6 Theorem 2 is still valid provided that (3.4) is replaced by g2(wa) = wg2(a).
40: Instead of working in the space X itself, as above, one could use the universal covering space X of X and regard 7r1 as a group of operators on X. In this approach homotopy arguments are replaced by homology arguments, and some additional generality is gained. This approach will be used in the full exposition elsewhere of 1. We shall study curves related to rational fractional functions of a complex variable z = x + iy. Our new theorems are extensions of known results concerning curves related to rational integral functions of z.
2. Curves defined by setting the real part of a polynomial (rational integral function) in z equal to zero, are well known. These were studied initially by Briot and Bouquet, and Bocher; and later were characterized completely by Kasner . These curves were called algebraic potential curves by Kasner in 1901 . This term is used in later papers by Loria and in the German Encyclopedia. In the present article, we shall find it convenient to use the terminology: polynomial potential or harmonic curves.
We shall say that an algebraic curve is a rational potential or rational harmonic curve if it is obtained by setting equal to zero the real part of a rational fractional function of z. The class of rational harmonic curves of course includes the class of polynomial harmonic curves.
By the degree r of a rational function is meant the maximum of the two degrees of the numerator and denominator.
If the degree of the rational function of z is r, the rational harmonic curve is given by the equation: P(x, y) = 0, where P is a polynomial in (x, y) of degree (2r -k) where 0 . k _ r.
In general, P(x, y) does not satisfy the Laplace equation, but it does satisfy a certain partial differential equations of fourth order.
3. A rational harmonic curve of degree (2r -k) has k real asymptotes. If 2 . k < r, the k real asymptotes are concurrent and make equal angles with one another. The angle between consecutive asymptotes is r/k. The remaining 2(r -k) asymptotes are minimal. This last result remains valid even when k = 0 or 1; and also the first result remains true trivially.
When k = r, this new theorem reduces to the theorem of Briot and Bouquet concerning the asymptotes of a polynomial harmonic curve. In this case, there are no minimal asymptotes.
4. An algebraic curve is rational harmonic of degree not exceeding (r + s) where r > 1 and s > 1, if and only if it passes through the r2 foci of a curve Cr of class r and the S2 foci of a curve C, of class s such that no minimal line contains a focus of Cr and a focus of C,. Kasner by use of the concepts of apolarity and polarity. We shall discuss the apolar and polar properties of rational harmonic curves in later work. It is remarked that although the polars of any polynomial harmonic curve are also polynomial harmonic; the corresponding result for rational potential curves is not true; that is, the polar of a rational harmonic curve is not rational harmonic in general.
6. The degree of the Schwarzian reflection or conformal symmetry with respect to a rational harmonic curve of degree not exceeding (r + s), where 0 . s < r, is exactly r2. The satellite of a rational harmonic curve is the same curve.
When s = 0, this result reduces to the corresponding theorem of Kasner with respect to the polynomial potential curves. 3 7. We shall say that an algebraic curve is inverse rational (or inverse polynomial) harmonic if it is obtained by setting equal to zero, the real part of the inverse of a rational fractional (or integral) function of z.
All inverse rational harmonic curves are unicursal. Conversely all unicursal curves can be identified with inverse rational harmonic curves.
A relationship between an inverse rational harmonic curve and its associated rational function of z is given by the following result.
If the rational function of z is of degree r, the degree of the inverse rational harmonic curve is (2r -k) where 0 . k . r. There are exactly 2(r -k) minimal asymptotes and at most k real asymptotes.
Of course, a pair of conjugate inverse rational harmonic curves of degree (2r -k) will intersect orthogonally in (2r -k)2 points, at most.
All inverse polynomial harmonic curves of degree r are the special unicursal curves tangent to the line at infinity in one real point, the order of contact being (r -1).
8. The only conic sections which are rational harmonic are the circles and equilateral hyperbolas. The latter are the only conics which are polynomial harmonic.
All conic sections are inverse rational harmonic. Parabolas are the only conic sections which are inverse polynomial harmonic.
If a cubic curve is rational harmonic, it is either a special circular cubic or else it is a cubic curve with three real asymptotes which are concurrent and make an angle of ir/3 with one another. The cubic curves of the latter type are the only polynomial harmonic cubic curves.
